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Havard Dean
To Talk Here
Dr. Theodore R. Sizer, dean of
the Harvard Graduate School of
Education, will speak on "The
Schools and the Critics: Some
Problems, Some Proposals"
Thursday in Wean Lounge.
The lecture is jointly sponsored
by the department of education
here and the Harvard and Rad-
cliffe Clubs of Northern Connecti-
cut.
Dean Sizer, a native of New
Haven wrote "Master of Arts in
Teaching: Harvard's First 25
Years, 1936-1961" and edited a
1962 study, "The Academic Pre-
paration of Secondary School
Teachers."
Bray Explains
Science Use
In Society
by David Borus
"Good science education is a
broadening and enriching endeavor
which truly has a part in a liberal JUNIOR PROM - The Coasters (above) and Mary Wells are slated
education."
Dr. Phillip Bray, head of the
physics department at Brown Uni-
versity, voiced this sentiment at
a lecture Wednesday In McCook
Auditorium.
Dr, Bray's announced topic had
been "Science and Religion," but
while in the process of composing
the text of his talk, he had decided
to speak instead on the place of
science, in general, and science
education, in particular, in our
'professor Bray began by enter- Opportunities for paid student
talning his audience with a reading r e a f e a ™ h a t h t h e Co?T«£?Jt%l
from the "All-Star College Primer » e d ' f'!10"^ ™st de!f*m e " t s
Coloring Book," which describes h i r e s t u d e n t s g r a d e r s o r l a b a S '
College Average Higher;
QED First With 5.699
to perform at this year's Junior Prom to be held Friday, March
12, in the Washington Room. Tickets are now on sale in the
Mather Hall Foyer.
The natural complement to getting
good grades seems to be getting
married, joining a fraternity or
moving off campus, according to
the, figures recently released by
the Registrar's Office.
Patterns showed in the grades
of last term report that non-
resident students had higher
averages than resident students,
married men are doing better than
single men, and fraternity men
have a higher scholastic rating
than Independents.
With an average of 6.445 (based
on the newly adopted 12-point sys-
tem) student grades rose substan-
tially in the past Christmas term
from last spring's 77.33 (new sys-
tem 5.699).
Under the new grading system
adopted this fall, upon completion
of a course, a student receives
one of 13 letter grades which is
converted into a number from 0
to 12 by the Office of the Regis-
trar. A grade of A plus is equiva-
lent to a 12 and D minus to a 1.
All fraternities also showed
a rise. For the seventh time in
the last eight tewns, O.E.D. paced
the fraternities with an averags
of 7.699. Alpha Chi Rho was second
V®g©l Fears Mesearch Emphasis
May Obstruct Basic
by Robert Rundquist
 ,
the so-called "scientist-type" as a
dry, dehumanized, sterile plodder
after facts, in short, the image
of a scientist which issoprevalent
in the country today.
Dr. Bray was quick to deny the
validity of this conception, point-
ing out that "science involves the
freest use of imagination" and
that the scientist is no all-knowing
wizard, but merely an ordinary
man, working on a trial and error
basis.
The cause of this common mis-
conception, he said, is simply
poor science teaching.
Professor Bray divided today's
society into two parts; those who
worship science and those who
W»»Mn lannranp.e of SClenne.
(Continued on Page 2)
sistants, a recent TRIPOD survey
showed.
The survey was prompted by a
recent TRIPOD editorial titled
"ROSE" (Research Opportunities
in Student Employment), which re-
commended review of openings in
this area.
Many of the dozen administrators
and faculty who were questioned
about the possibility of more paid
student research felt that more
such work may be impractical
here clue to the College's main
purpose (undergraduate educa -
tion) and size.
They also cited present College
action, such as buying equipment
for two physics students as well
as offering original research done
for course credit In biology and
psychology.
Pro pouts
Lack of Full Education
Brings Dropouts Back
(Second of a two-part aeries)
by Robert Price to finish their education.
What does a dropout do while
he is waiting to gain readmls-
sion to the College or acceptance
from some other college? Ap-
proximately 85 per cent of Trin-
ity's dropout work, most in money-
lending or banking; the, remaining
50 per cent comprises, in the
armed forces.
Although some students teach, do
social work, or In one instance,
join an archaeological expendition
to Turkey, the mundane jobs that
most students hold force them
They are compelled not only by
the lack of Intellectual and
academic stimulation, but also by
the lack of skills which one or
two years of liberal arts educa-
tion provides. Approximately 85
per cent of Trinity's dropouts
gain admission to some college;
better than 50 per cent return
here.
Dean Thomas A. Smith observes
that "if a student has been work-
ing, has carried on a mature and
responsible role in society, and
(Continued on Page 7)
Dean Vogel said that the College
provides equipment for student
research but said that too much
emphasis on such research may
hinder the basic objective: "We're
orientated toward undergraduate
instruction."
The following opportunities for
jobs or research in the various
academic departments are avail-
able:
BIOLOGY DEPARTMENT:
Most students research is done
in the research courses, 405
and 406. About a dozen students
are working with three profes-
sors, with partial financial aid
from professors' grants. Dr.
James Van Stone said that this
and summer employment, such
as that in hospitals, provides
adequate research opportunities
for the students.
ENGINEERING: Independent
companies send a few jobs here
for testing; student do much
of this work, although only a
few jobs can be accepted due to
the limited amount of available
equipment. Professor Edwin P.
Nye, chairman of the depart-
ment, said that research pro-
jects by professors "is some-
thing that we want to see more
of." A new man In the depart-
ment , coming next year, will
probably bring a project with
him, he said,
ENGLISH: There is a student
reader in 245 and 246 when the
enrollment Is large enough, as
well as seniors acting as as-
sistants in freshman English
classes (with no pay).
Professor J. Bard McNulty de-
scribed a program at Yale In
which the school buys up avail-
able writings of an author, for
instance Walpole, and pays stu-
dents to sort and examine this
material. He added, "There's
no reason why it shouldn't be
done here."
HISTORY: There are about six
ive
student assistants In the depart-
ment. In addition. Dr. Weaver
has hired a total of four students
in the past five years in con-
junction with his book on the
history of Trinity. "Most of it
was menial proof-reading, he
said, "but I did make use of
some students in scanning news-
papers."
He commented on the program
of students' sorting an author's
(Continued on Page 7)
with a 7.339, followed by Delia
Phi 7.218, PI Kappa Alpha 7.149,
Theta XI 6.941, Sigma Nu 6.917,
Phi Kappa Psl 6.743, Delta Psi
6.495, Alpha Delta Phi 6.312, Delta
Kappa Epsilon 6.153, and Psl
Upsilon 5.941. The Brownell Club
had a 7.375.
The senior class averaged 7.754,
almost one erade better than the
(Continued on Page 7)
New Grading
Boosts Xmas
Dearths List
by Norman Marcovski
The marking system and higher
student motivation are the cause
of the large number of students
on the Dean's List for the Christ-
mas Term, according to the results
of a faculty survey.
Most faculty members were sur-
prised, however, to learn that
almost one quarter of the student
body was on the Dean's List.
"Oh my goodness!" commented
Dr. Richard Lee of the department
of philosophy when told of the
high number of students on the
Dean's List.
"I must start marking harder.
I can't believe people are work-
ing that much harder", he added.
"It must be the new marking
system."
Dr. Norton Downs of the depart-
ment of history, however, is "just
delighted. I'd like to see every-
one make it."
Dr. Glenn Weaver of the depart-
ment of history feels that the
students are just better than they
used to be. Recalling his students
of eight or nine years ago, Dr.
Weaver said "they just wouldn't
make It now". Dr. Weaver doesn't
think such a larsce number of stu-
Continued on Page 7)
POET IN RESIDENCE-Howard Nemerov will meet with students
and faculty at a coffee hour today at 3:30 in the Cave Lounge.
Tomorrow night at 9 he will give a reading of his poetry in Mc-
Cook, and Thursday night at 8:15 he will lecture on "Thirteen
Ways of looking at a Skylark" also in McCook.
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Glee Club Good in Chapel at Vespers;
Perhaps Even Better in Arts Center
STAN BRACKHAGE and his wife Jane, who featured prominent-
ly in the birth f i lms shown at Tr in i ty last Thursday.
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by Bi l l Wharton
The "Music at Vespers" Service
in the Chapel on Sunday began a
new era for the arts at Trinity.
At the service, the Connecticut
College Choir and the Trinity Col-
lege Glee Club performed Ben-
jamin Britten's "Rejoice in the
Lamb" and Igor Stravinsky's
"Symphony of Psalms."
The combined clubs sang from
the back of the Chapel under the
Rose Window (In previous musical
programs the choirs had been
seated in the middle section of the
nave.) From the new position the
voices were projected down the
long part of the Chapel, and as a
result, the sound was clear and
distinct in the resonant building.
Britten's "Rejoice in the Lamb"
was directed by Dr. Clarence Bar-
ber, Director of the Trinity Glee
Club. Jim Hiatt '65, Trinity's out-
standing pianist, accompanied.
The performance was almost
flawless. Unfortunately the Glee
Clubs' rendering of the Stravinsky
"Symphony of Psalms", which was
conducted by the director of the
Connecticut College Choir, Mr.
James S. Dendy, left this listener
somewhat unconvinced.
To complete the program Clar-
ence Watters, Trinity's eminent
organist, played two works by
Marcel Dupre: "Cortege et Lit-
anie" and the fantastic "Prelude
and Fugue In B Major."
The two new Steinway pianos
used to accompany the perform-
ance will be moved this week to
the soon-to-be-opened Austin Fine
Arts Center. This new building
will certainly mark a new era for
the arts at Trinity.
O.K.
You're intelligent,
studious,
affluent enough
to be here
andaB.MLO.C.
But are you clever enough
to know a deal
when you see one?
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Even before its grand opening
we can see changes being made.
The new program cover of Sun-
day's "Music at Vespers", de -
signed by Raymond Lynch '65 is
just a harbinger of what's to come.
Apathy only can destroy our
chances to do things heretofore
impossible. Even if Trinity's
various octets and small sing
groups combined, they could not
perform the "Symphony of
Psalms." As with our athletic
teams, the Glee Club, Choir,
Jesters, and other groups need
the best talent we have, especially
so since we are a small college.
This Sunday's fine musical pro-
gram in the Chapel may be just
the beginning of a new era of the
arts at Trinity.
Polish Movie Has Faults
But Is Best in Hartford
The movie BALTIC EXPRESS,
now playing at the Art Cinema,
is at times disjointed, unrealistic,
and childishly melodramatic. Yet
this Polish thriller is so superior
to the average Hollywood film in
theme and cinema technique that
it is by far the best movie cur-
rently playing in Hartford.
The two main characters are
members of the Polish intelli -
gensia whose lives lack any pur-
pose or meaning. A man and a
beautiful young woman, are both
fleeing from something or
somebody and up, through a series
of unlikely circumstances, in the
same two-berth compartment in a
sleeping-car on the Baltic express.
The main part of the movie's
action concerns the search for a
murderer who Is known to be
Bray.
(Continued from Page 1)
Neither group, however, he de-
clared, possesses the proper out-
look.
He decried overemphasis on
science education, but still ex-
pressed the need for its con-
tinuence.
"Today," he stated, "a man is
neither literate nor cultured unless
he has an understanding in the
sciences." He added, however, that
this learning of science must be
tempered and mixed with study
of the humanities to produce in-
dividuals who are capable of the
insight and sensitivity so neces-
sary in the modern world.
aboard the train.
One of the film's main defects
is that the plot is intentionally
told in such a disjointed and ob-
scure fashion as to distract the
viewer from the beauty of the
photography and the skill of the
characterizations. The best policy
is to ignore this misguided at-
tempt to be artistic and not to ,
bother to figure out the plot.
On the other hand, the movie
has many good points. The act-
ing, direction, and camera-work
are all superior. But the best
thing about it is the skill which
is taken in delineating the per-
sonalities of even the most minor
characters. People who in most
movies would be faceless extras
are memorable human beings In
BALTIC EXPRESS.
K.S.
Yvonne Rainer to Perform
Modern Dance at Atheneum
Performances of avant-garde
dance will be given by the young
New York choreographer Yvonne
Rainer at the Wadsworth Athen-
eum's Avery Theatre on Saturday,
March 6 at 8:30 and Sunday March
7 at 5:00.
Miss Rainer's dances will be set
to the music of Bach and Ber-
lioz, and to a reading from the
diary of the 18th century minis-
ter Rev. William Bently.
P. Adam Sitney, Assistant Edi-
tor of the magazine FILM CUL-
TURE and a former Trinity stu-
dent, has described Yvonne Rain-
er as "the most woman I have
ever seen."
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Brackhage Taught Us to See
by Joseph Ornato
I can say nothing in review of
Mr. Brackhage's film, except that
they display a genius with which
I cannot cope. The films that
were shown here last Thursday
are pei'haps his easiest to ex-
perience, and are not entirely
representative of his art.
In the following, I have attempted
to grasp something of the tre-
mendous achievement of this art,
and only referentlally to deal with
any particular films. This, to some
extent, may vindicate me of the
accusations against criticism
which appear in my concluding
reflections, but not completely.
Coming to terms with Brack -
hage's films must be a personal
experience. To that end, this
article is nothing more than an
attempt to persuade someone to
make the effort.
The large crowd that greeted
his films was, for the most part,
new to his work, and consequently,
at best, unprepared to see any-
more in his films than a child
Are Brackhage's
Films Obscene?
by Kevin Sweeney
Of course they are obscene. The
Supreme Court in its wisdom has
declared that the definition of ob-
scenity must rest on contemporary
regional community standards.
And by the standards of both Hart-
ford, Connecticut, and the student
body of Trinity College a film of
a boy masturbating or of a baby
emerging from a woman's geni-
tals is clearly obscene.
If Stan Brackhage's films were
not considered obscene by the
Trinity College student body, at-
tendence at the showing Thursday
night would not have been so large.
Of course most of Brackhage's
films are morally unoffensive to
the majority. But the fact that a
few of them are obscene by con-
temporary community standards
is not a valid reason to criticize
them. The greatest art, such as the
King James Bible and the plays
of William Shakespeare, has been
considered obscene by contem-
porary community standards.
Of course no one should be re-
quired to view films or read books
that they feel are morally of-
fensive. But why should these
moralists have the power to pre-
vent responsible adults from
seeing works which they consider
works of art? The only justifica-
tion would be that most of the
people are not capable of making
a responsible choice, which would
be a strange assumption for a
democratic society.
As it happens these obscene pic-
tures of birth, sucking at the
breast, and masturbation are
works of art. They see that Brack-
hage has captured on film the phy-
sical and emotional essences of
the events he portrays.
College
Barber Shop
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birth or a masturbation. But
even at this level, the films had
some effect. If only to exhibit
the degree to which sexual ex-
pression is feared and frustated
in our culture.
Before certain (not all his works
contain sexual imagry; e.g. "Moth
Light", "Fires Of Water")
of Brackhage's films can be viewed
as works of art, this barrier of
inhibitions must be dissolved or
at least weakened. Fortunately,
the works themselves can, to a
large extent, perform this function.
Whether it is the honesty and
innocence with which he films sub-
jects otherwise tabooed, or some
non-reflective process by which
the unconscious mind and uproot
sexual fears" which Is responsible
for this unusual characteristic of
his film" Is hard to say. Prob-
ably both are at work, though,
I am inclined to believe" that the
latter has a much greater influence
than we could easily admit.
On this level Brackhage's films
may have a significant influence
in freeing us from sexual repres-
sions that interfere with per-
sonality development. In this con-
nection, if one of the functions
of a liberal arts education is to
provide certain students with
"inner life activators" as Dean
Heath would seem to suggest in
THE REASONABLE ADVEN-
TURER, then viewing Brackhage's
films should be required of all
college freshmen.
ONCE WE CAN PASS beyond the
stage of nervous snickers in view-
ing the films, a host of new
problems present themselves.
Brackhage's Is a new art for which
we have not been conditioned.
The complexity with which, at
time, he develops Images and
metaphors is equivalent only to
that of, say, a poem as infinite
in its possibilities as Elliot's
"Wasteland". Even with con-
siderable knowledge of poetry, this
is not an easy poem to appreciate.
How much greater Is the difficulty
in accepting Brackhage who
presents the eye with an experience
for which it is totally unprepared.
Brackhage's films themselves
must educate us into this new
genre, a doubly difficult task, since
we, in fact, resist being educated
with the same tenacity that we
resist that which Is new.
Coming to terms with his art
occurs first through an association
with an art form, with which every-
one is familiar, I.e. music. The
rhythms and movements in the
films repeat and answer to each
other and stimulate the same areas
of the mind which respond non-
reflectively to the structure of a
musical composition.
The Initial response to Brackhage
works is an Involvement with the
musical quality of repeated and
developed movement patterns.
But acting on these films solely
in terms of their music and
rhythm only brings "an indistin-
guishable echo of their truth."
Brackhage's art is decidedly a
visual one, and it is ultimately
as a visual experience that we must
grasp it. To this end, Ms films
must instruct us to see anew.
Essentially we are not asked to
see differently than we, in fact,
do, but only to become conscious
of the process, as it Is imitated
by Brackhage In his rapid firing
of images upon the screen.
Very rarely In normal vision
do we actually SEE what our
eyes perceive. The object of the
vast majority of visual perceptions
is an undifferentlated field which
changes with a rapid stacato
rhythm with each movement of
the eyes.
Because the film technique does
so closely imitate actual percep-
tion, it is not long before the eyes
and mind begin to work together
to distinguish and relate individual
images in the rapid succession
of forms that are being bounced
off the screen.
AGAIN, THE VALUE derived
from learning to use the eyes In
the way that is demanded by one
of these film is not only that
it makes viewing them possible.
The senses are the gateways to
our awareness, without which no
consciousness and no knowledge
of any kind is possible.
Life is abundant in proportion
to the abundance ol our sensuous
experience of the world. If vision
is restricted simply to providing
utilizable facts about the relations
of objects, perception is thin and
narrow, and contributes nothing to
the development of the emotional
and greater life of the individual.
Brackhage awakens us to a life of
the senses (at least that of vision
by which we can come to a real
knowledge OF, as opposed to
ABOUT, the objects of our ex-
perience. Seeing as we normally
use our eyes is not seeing at all,
and not using the senses to derive
a greater awareness of life, which
ultimately only they are capable
of providing.
Having then learned to use the
eyes in the way necessary to view
AVANT GARDE AT THE WADSWORTH ATHENEUM
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ROBERT RAUSCHENBERG
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and other New York choreographers
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reservations: phone 527-2191
Presented by the Wadsworth Atheneum, Hartford
a Brackhage film, what do we
see? There is the narrative level.
The films are not succession,
of abstract visual patterns, which
exist only for their formal rela-
tions; instead, they have a definite
story.
Interwoven within and con-
tributing to the development of the
narrative is a series of highly
complex and literate visual
metaphors. Beyond this there is
a beauty of movement and color
which is unparalleled.
IF BRACKHAGE'S WORK
answers to his own personal need,
I would suggest that it answers
universally to a need - - not
perhaps as conscious or demanding
as that of the artist - - but shared
BY ALL OF US.
His films show an emotional and
Intellectual satisfaction achieved
by living a life of love through
the sense of vision. The demands
made by these films upon the
viewer, once met, lead him Into
channels which may eventuate in
his own greater awareness and
fulfillment.
In breaking down the process by
which it is possible to come to
some appreciation of Brackhage's
work, I have tended to give it
chronology. This is false, for
the stages in the learning into and
through this art occur simultan-
eously and never cease occurring-,
Brackhage's art Is dynamic.
Nothing but a willingness to learn,
need be brought to his work In
order to grow and be forced into
a living aesthetic experience with
his films.
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Sf udents & Faculty
It is not a new problem. It has plagued colleges and
universities, k'adergartens and "factories," and it has dis-
turbed Trin:' j to a great enough extent that the College
has finally attempted, much like an alchemist, to meta-
morphose its dull and weighty pall to sparkling drops of
benificent happiness.
The problem: student-faculty relations. The attempt:
formation of the Stewart committee. The prognosis: peril-
ous.
One cannot deny that at Trinity faculty relations with
students are at a decided ebb, and looking only two or three
years into the future we are dismayed. Faculty members
just aren't getting1 together with students, and students
just aren't getting together with faculty members.
We are disillusioned. We were told before we got here
/that "Trinity's size is restricted so that . . . personal re-
lations (may be) fostered between student and teacher,"
and, regrettably, we found neither the restricting or the
fostering to be the case.
Instead, justifiably acting from the population pressure
which hit colleges around the country, we see Trinity ex-
panding by one quarter, and although encouraged, we see
a dwindling of faculty-student relations rather than a fos-
tering of them, This is a time for drastic action, and even
if the formation of the Stewart Committee is a step in the
right direction, it is still not the answer. Nor do we purport
to have a panacea in hand, but we should like to outline
the underlying problems.
First, we are faced with the reality of the "9 to 5"
professor. This is the sort of teacher we deplore; yet, this
is the man whom we can by no logical means blame. To
this man, teaching is a job for which he keeps regular
hours and after which he returns home to his family.
But does he really spend his "free time" with his
family? Probably not. Rather, he is faced with set after
set of papers to correct; when he has finished these, then
he must prepare for the next day's lecture or write a re-
port for one of the many committees he is required to join.
Furthermore, the young professor of, say, 28 to 35, is
faced with the serious threat of "publish or perish,"
though officially denied, and he requires time for his re-
search and writing. What's more, he has the natural young
ambition of a scholar who wants to make good.
Can one expect this man to throw his home open to
students, to attend several lectures a week at the College,
to mix sociably in the Cave, to be an all-purpose friend
to the student? No, not under existing conditions.
We would recommend that if a faculty member who
is carrying a normal course load so requests it, the number
of courses he teaches be reduced by one every second year
provided he devotes his extra time toward bettering stu-
dent-faculty relations during his preceding "light" year.
We do not mean to imply by this suggestion that when
a professor is not in his "light" year that his relations
with the student body will eease; instead, it is likely he
will be unable to terminate them, though he will probably
tend to moderation. Further, we expect the Dean and the
Trustees are capable of evaluating the success of a par-
ticular professor in his "light" year.
A second idea stems from Dean of Students Roy
Heath's evidently highly successful Freshman Forums,
which students voluntarily attend for about a half hour
once a week just for the sake of discussing their common
problems at college. Tomorrow night Dr. George Cooper
will substitute for Dean Heath, and we think the extensions
of this plan are obvious.
We should like to see Forums offered to each class, and
we should like to see each faculty member required to lead
one of these Forums as his turn comes up. Preparation
would be minimal, for. he would be expected to talk almost
off the top of his head on a topic which both interests him
and concerns the Trinity community as a whole.
Third, in its long-range plans, the College, we believe,
should consider building faculty living accommodations on
or near the campus. Again the implications are obvious.
Finally, as one administrator suggested, we recommend
the formation of a permanent student-faculty-administrar
tion committee to tackle problems as they arise and to
keep each other informed of the tenor of their respective
groups. As we said before, the Stewart Committee is the
step in the right direction.
Of course, we have offered proposals which would
only increase the opportunities professors now have to
communicate with students. Once this communication is
established, however, it is up to the individual student
himself to offer the dualities which make the communica-
tion as rewarding to the faealty member as to the student.
The status quo of student-faculty relations is in seri-
ous straits, and we are clearly deeply concerned. We sin-
cerely hope that others are just as concerned, and we
reiterate that this is the time for drastic, if not prompt,
action,
No Leaders
To the Editor:
Now that the old Senate regime
has passed away, I would like to
place a bouqet of thistles on the
recently departed Class of 1965.
I do not do It in memoriam, but
with a sense of frustration.
After the events of the last six
months, it is quite clear that the
student body has generated a sense
of repudiation of its student leader-
ship. While it can be argued that
the Senate leaders will toe canon-
ized for the minor miracle of
keeping the status quo on the cam-
pus In spite of what was projected
as an emetic cureall for the moral
sickness of Trinity's young stu-
dents, the students and administra-
tors are once again faced with
hypocrisy. And if there is any
point of agreement among modern
youth it is that they cannot stand
hypocrisy, a hypocrisy which will
continue to eat into their embry-
onic consciences.
Yes, all this has been repeated
before, and the question remains
what could have been done?
It surprises me to no end that
with the bevy of moralists and
legalists and the fundamental con-
servatives who generally are our
student leaders, there was no at-
tempt of coalescing student thought
and opinion into a succinct declar-
ation of what they believed were
their rights and privileges. Such
a declaration is not as absurd
as it may sound.
Student groups at other colleges
have prepared such guidelines
(Wesleyan is debating a proposed
social code) and the American
Civil Liberties Union recommends
that students articulate their views
on non-academic behavior. Stu-
dents at Rutgers University have
even been so bold as to touch
at the heart of the matter by ask-
ing their administration to review
the meaning and implications of
the phrase "in loco parentis."
Four short paragraphs of general-
ities in the Handbook form the
sandy foundation of Trinity's re-
sponsibilities .towards the stu-
dents. It ia time for the students
to take the offensive, since the
administration launched the first
blow.
Such a declaration might have
been a formidable Instrument for
securing student demands, in 1962
a group of students drew up a
declaration of what had to be im-
proved in th« classroom, the only
act, It seems which prevents the
Trinity student body from being
rated lower than that of the pres-
tige schools, I had hoped that In
1964 the students would have eon-
tinutd where the earlier evaluation
left off: the noil-academic.
Such a declaration would have
had no immediate practical re-
sults, and accordingly was greeted
myopically. I would say now that
such a document would serve as
that invaluable point of reference.
It is Interesting to question how
the Senate would have fought ag-
gressively against the ban as it
now suggested. What would they
have used for ammunition? The
Senate scored magnificently when
It brought in the lawyer, but re-
member the College was shooting
with two cannons: the legal and
the moral.
The astonishment shown by other
colleges towards our meekness is
an indication that we lacked the
priceless ingredient: visionary
leadership. Anyone who says that
some of our leaders acted with
great maturity and reserve evi-
dently doesn't know the tone and
content of their conversations. The
number one object was to have
the ban Imposed in such a way
as to be practically ineffective,
which was the result. (And the
other leaders reacted with a sense
that nothing else could be done.)
The rationale for some of their
actions was reduced to the follow-
ing: if you want your degree to
be worth something, don't make-
a stink about it and have Trin-
ity get even a bigger black eye.
What noble confessions for a lib-
eral arts college! Hell, why don't
we knock away the artifacts and
become a straight business pre-
paratory school, which would be a
great technical Improvement.
I place the blame on the collec-
tive leadership of last year's Sen-
ate. I wish to emphatically state
that such leadership is not one
man. There were four Senate of-
ficers, plus committee chairmen,
and collectively they did little.
The lack of activity in these
upper echelons has very distinct
pragmatic causes. When we ex-
amine who might have been the
leaders for the last Senate, It
comes as no surprise that such
reasons as fraternity affiliations,
and an array of personal res-
sons, which might Indicate the im-
maturity of our student leaders,
prevented their emergence, conse-
quently last year's Senate con-
tained only a part of the student
leaders.
But the other critical factor is
that Trinity Is just too small
to have a consistent band of in-
tellectual whips that can social-
ize and lead. The last great year
for Trinity student leadership was
1962. The Class of 1965 is con-
spicuous by its lack of the small
band of Intellectual iconoclasts.
(Here I will enter a plea to the
admissions office to work equally
hard in snatching the well-rounded
intellectual as well as the well-
rounded athlete.)
I shall end this dirge with the
usual lamentations that the Trin-
ity student body is more than just
a "bit conservative," and is so-
cially immature. They have too
much to lose if they venture into
this temporal world. Would you
believe that the Student Senate
once belonged to the National Stu-
dent Association, which, good or
bad, forced it occasionally to look
outside?
I am firmly convinced that until
the Senate leaders have more spunk
and a broader perspective of In-
tra- and inter-college affairs, they
have no reason to blame an apa-
thetic student body for failing to
heed them. Leaders not only re-
act, but activate.
Exactly where does Trinity with
its somnambulistic patterns of life
end and the Zion Hill Cemetery
begin?
Leon Shilton '65
Regrets
Angry
To the Editors
I am writing this letter in an-
ger at the college for its unfor-
tunate lack of foresight last Thurs-
day evening in scheduling the Stan-
ley Brakhage film showing in Mc-
Cook Auditorium. Approximately
100 students and interested Hart-
ford residents were turned away
because of lack of space. Knowing
that the film was well publicized
both on and off the campus, the
college should have been prepared
for the turnout.
With the realization that a good
number of students and friends
would be unable to attend the film
showing, why was it not delayed
and moved to the Washington Room
or Krieble Auditorium?
Contrary to Mr. Nichols' remon-
stration that one should have ar-
rived earlier, it would have made
no difference. The same number
of people would have been denied
entrance.
Obviously the large turnout is
indicative of tike students' desire
to attend, to be exposed to, and
to learn about new, exciting, and
controversial artistic movements.
Thomas Safran '67
To the Editor:
I wish to commend Steve Dia-
mant and the Arts Advisory Coun-
cil for their presentation Thurs-
day evening of the Brakhage films.
I deeply regret the necessity of
having to turn away so many stu-
dents, although the enthusiasm
shown for this event is prelude,
I hope, to a thriving future for
the Arts Center. Mr. Diamant's
enterprise in bringing such a uni-
que presentation onto the campus—
not an easy job!--demonstrates
the possibilities of sustained in-
dividual initiative and effort. I
am certain that there are many
other students who must have ex-
cellent suggestions and talents for
creating an imaginative and ex-
citing program when the Arts Cen-
ter finally opens. The Arts Ad-
visory Council (Elton W. Hall,
'66, chairman) and I will happily
entertain any and all ideas. But
more important, we need men
of Mr. Diamant's determination
and energy who will be willing
to assume the responsiblity for
carrying their ideas into a ef-
fect. Those who have seen the
spectacular interior of the Cen-
ter know what a giant step for-
ward it should represent. On the
other hand,. I must point out that
without active and vitally interest-
ed student support, the Arts Cen-
ter could turn into a monstrous
failure. I therefore most earn-
estly solicit your energetic par-
ticipation In making your Center
the distinguished success so
splendid a building deserves,
George E. Nichols III
Acting Director, Austin Arts
Center
Relevance
To the Editor:
In answer to the Senate's request
for suggestions as to areas to be
covered by this year's Senate:
The question has been raised as
to Trinity's responsibility to the
community of Greater Hartford;
such responsibility is best answer-
ed by Individuals independently
committing themselves to work
such as NSM, church work, e t c
The question more pertinent to
group action at Trinity is that
of Trinity's responsibility to it-
self to take advantages of the op-
portunities offered by the city
of Hartford: specifically, the op-
portunity for interested students
to find relevance of largely theore-
tical studies^ such as psychology
and economics, and even govern-
ment, to their personal Interests
through sociological studies.
At the moment a "sociology de-
partment" at Trinity is not only
unfeasible as an immediate reality
but is of questionable merit. But
one or two semesters of sociology,
parallel in function with respect
to related studies to the astronomy
course offered, might be quite
pertinent. Perhaps in a pilot pro-
gram one semester of sociology
might be offered, containing basic
principles with emphasis on urban
sociology. As an alternative, or
as an expanded program the fol-
lowing year, introductory socio-
logy might be offered first semes-
ter followed by urban sociology
Second semester with opportuni-
ties for field study. The astonish-
ing national and cultural diversity
of the Hartford Area provide a
top-notch laboratory for the scien-
tific.
Rather than a poll, which tends
to be cursory and reveal little
truth, I would like to suggest
• interviews with a few faculty
members and students from each
department and with administra-
tors, within each group some to
be chosen at ramdom, others de-
liberately.
Rockwell Williams '66
Faculty-Student Relations: Role on the Campus
Classroom Mentors
by David Inwood
The key to the problem of
America's higher education (na-
turally including Trinity) Is best
summarized by David Reisman,
Harvard Sociaologist, in the in-
troduction to Dean of Students
Roy Heath's book THE REASON-
ABLE ADVENTURER.
"A luxurious education requires
faculty members -willing to spend
as much time with their students
as Dr. Heath spent with his ad-
visees."
Reisman further declares that if
education is to nourish in-
dividuality, students must be ex-
posed to alternatives beyond their
own often all-too-well defined
horizons; in fact, Dean Heath calls
"the enhancement of awareness"
the purpose of education.
Agreeing, Dean Robert M. Vogel
says that Trinity wants "to edu-
cate the whole man by challenging
the mind and developing good taste,judgment, and character."
Classroom Education
Perhaps the education of the whole
man begins in the formal confines
of the class room, the Trinity
BULLETIN proudly boasts "that
a Trinity education aims to develop
the individual's Intellectual and
moral life through the appreciation
and discipline of the liberal arts."
The BULLETIN continues: "Such
an education requires the personal
guidance by a faculty of high
academic and ethical standards,
Trinity's size is restricted so
that classes may be kept small
and personal relations fostered
between students and teachers."
If a warm inter-personal rela-
tionship between student and teach-
er is necessary for realization of
the student's goal of learning,
then Trinity seems to face a prob-
lem of how fully to provide the
conducive atmosphere which nur-
tures communication between pro-
fessor and pupil.
"A Trinity College education
should enhance the character and
humanity of the student," says Dr.
George B. Cooper, chairman of
the history department. Trinity's
aims are achieved within the struc-
ture of the seven basic require-
ments and a student should in-
tellectually profit and grow as
a result of this foundation.
End Present Structure
"Ideally we should do away with
the present academic structure.
Students, instead of assimilating
their education intellectually,
merely adapt their learning to
the system," said Dr. George C.
Higglns, college counselor.
"Many students don't attempt to
reason and stretch their minds,
they merely aim to memorize
and to do the least work while
getting the best grades," notes
Dr. Hlggins. Sadly there seems
to be little connection between
accumulation of academic know-
ledge and creation of intellectual
activity.
How does the professor fit Into
this picture? Dr. Hlggins con-
tinues, "Disastrously, his modern
day university colleagues can no
longer afford or are permitted
the luxury of solely being teach-
ers, instead they must 'publish
or perish.'" As a result teaching
Is de-emphasized.
"Large lecture classes are in-
stituted. Quiz sections and labs
are run by graduate students. Stu-
dents feel alienated from both
faculty and administration; con-
sequently, a "Berkeley nightmare"
inevitably follows.
Gratefully, the Trinity teacher
basically retains his traditional
function of teaching.
Vet there are winds of change
In the air. For a merit pay bonus
has been introduced.
Dean Vogel admits, "While an
instructor is evaluated primarily
upon his ability as a teacher, other
factors, notably that of research
and publication, are considered.*
As one instructor of the history
department said, "A junior faculty
member must produce some tangi-
ble results if he is to receive
tenure and is to advance either
at Trinity or at some other in-
stitution."
No Optimum Method
"The chief virtue of a Trinity
education," according to Dean
Vogel, "is that the classroom stu-
dents have direct contact with the
professor. A student doesn't
receive his education from a T.V.
set or an inexperienced graduate
student.
"There is no one optimum way
for a course to be taught. We
should be daring enough to match
subject with teacher. It isn't true
that all subjects are best taught
by the seminar method and by
strict adherence to a ten students
to one faculty member a ratio.
"For Instance, History 101 is
taught by the lecture method. An
understanding of the material pri-
marily depends upon the student's
own reading and evaluating."
Fundamentally, them, the teach-
er's mission is to stimulate and
catalyze the intellectual potentiali-
ties of his students, a tack which
is easier said than done.
"The student-faculty relationship
is Innately hostile, because teach-
ers must judge the students. Since
the student is merely Interested in
graduate school or a career, the
student adapts unquestionably to
whatever he thinks the teacher
expects of him," one member of
the philosophy department glumly
expostulated.
"To the contrary, the classroom
environment Is entirely under the
control of the teacher," Dr. Hlg-
gins stated categorically.
"If the professor believes that
the atmosphere will be one of
suspicion and hostility, so It will
be. However, if he thinks the stu-
dent-teacher relationship can
achieve the ideal of Intellectual
equality, evident enthusiasm and
mutual admiration, so it will be."
Freedom to Innovate
A teacher at Trinity has great
responslblity he molds the minds
of human beings. Concurrently,
he is given freedom and autonomy
to Innovate.
Dr. Paul Smith, assistant, profes-
sor of English, and Dr. Richard
Lee, assistant professor of
philosophy, have decided to give
students further responsibility in
educating themselves. Not only
must they write a paper, but they
must grade themselves. No longer
is the teacher the hated judge,
but now the student himself Is thejudge. Just as in later life, they
believe an adult bears full re-
sponsibility for his deeds, why
Shouldn't the student7
A professor In the psychology
department had a course in which
there were no tests, no papers,
no final*.. At first the students
didn't work, for there, was no
external pressure or reward.
But later the teacher was able
to communicate and transfer his
enthusiasm to his pupils. Then the
students responded and learned.
The reason for learning was no
longer an external threat, but in-
dividualized reasons and pleasure.
Due to the great mount of material
in History 101, extra weekly ses-
sions have been Instituted, and
about one-fifth of those enrolled
in the course have seized this
opportunity for enrichment.
Four Courses for Freshmen
"Unfortuantely the College struc-
ture as it is now organized doesn't
permit enough evaluations and
ninin HifnWn?. Frpshmen shnnlrl
carry only four subjects," says
Dr. Hlggins.
"Freshmen are overwhelmed with
work. They resort to trying to beat
the system. They ludicrously run
away from the phantom of be-
lieving that they are incapable of
intellectual experience."
The faculty significantly deter-
mines a freshman's success. If
they overload the student with
work, he Is "snowed under." He
then physically lacks the time to
relate his new-found knowledge
with the process of questioning
his self and his values.
On the other hand a teacher may
be negligent or deficient in his
ability to awaken his students'
minds.
Upon entering college, hopefully
students are Wiling to be chal-
lenged and to have old shibboleths
destroyed. Thus, a teacher should
aim to make the student re-
evaluate his pre-conceived no-
tions. To do this requires a small
class where students and teachers
can easily ask questions and re-
ceive personal answers.
"Precept" System
Unfortunately seminar type
classes are delayed until junior"
and senior year. Students by then
have a major, and it is almost
impossible to switch because of
course requirements.
Dean Heath has suggested the
institution of a precept-type sys-
tem. This system would consist
of two lectures and a third meet-
ing — the precept with a teacher
and about seven students. The pro-
fessor merely guides the class.
The emphasis and responslbUty of
assimilating and then discussing
the material rests with the stu-
dents. The group is large enough
for diverse opinion, yet small
enough for students and teacher
to know and to understand one
another.
Extra-Classroom Influences
by David Inwood
Students spend less than half
their, time inside the. classroom,
and it logically follows, assuming
a total education, more than half
their learning should o"ccur outside
"of the rigid formality of the class-
room.
If Trinity seriously aims to edu-
cate the whole person, as Dean
Robert M. Vogel states, the faculty
should not, for all intents and pur-
poses, disappear at five o'clock
and on weekends, but should re-
main to encourage the continuous
process of intellectual awakening
and search for "self-knowledge"
through friendship and guidance.
"A great visibility of the faculty
is needed," declared Dean of Stu-
dents Roy Heath. He further ob-
served that the faculty has three
vital purposes:
1. "The faculty is a model and
a standard for students." It should
be a stimulating contingent of di-
verse types — different political
beliefs, varied sociological back-
grounds, arid diverse activities.
2. "The faculty should enter into
dialogue with students." It should
have an open mind not distorted
by often invalid preconceptions.
3. "The faculty should be coun-
selors." Students in college should
by evaluating themselves. Natural-
ly they will have doubts and may
make mistakes, but the faculty
should be willing to help students
solve their problems.
Student's Initiative
Just as the aim of a liberal
arts education should be to hu-
manize the student, so should a
close teaeher-student relationship
humanize the teacher, said one
professor.
Who should initiate the relation-
ship. The unanimous response
from faculty members has been
the student. Colleges stress indi-
vidual responsibility; if the student
wishes to enjoy the benefits of
a warm relationship, he must exert
the initial effort.
How shall the teacher-student
relationship be nurtured outside
the artificial confines of the class-
room? The answers are numerous
but essentially involve, In Dr.
Cooper's words, "The Open Door
Policy."
"All teachers have hours posted
stating when they will be present
in their offices. The student must
go the professor, for usually the
professor won't come to him,"
Off Campos Faculty
Trinity is a residential college,
but for students only. Thus, stu-
dents and teachers face a difficult
problem if they wish to broaden
their friendship for by evening,
and definitely on the weekends,
the faculty evaporates,
housing and a poor local school
system, for their children. Flight
to the suburbs is a necessity,"
stated Thomas E. Willey, his-
tory Instructor.
"The housing problem could be
cured, if Trinity College, Hart-
ford Hospital, and the Institute
for Living pooled their resources
to construct decent living facili-
ties," suggested Dr. Higgins.
"Furthermore, If more teachers
and professional people sent their
children to the neighborhood
schools, the Hartford community
would Institute more enriched
classes," continued the College
Counselor.
While not every teacher would
choose to live on or near campus,
many more would. By being phy-
sically accesible, professors
would tend to Invite students more
frequently to their homes.
In the home, one more barrier
between teacher and student is
eliminated. Both become more
human. Both may now enter into a
dialogue between equals.
"I wish that I could afford to
invite students to my home and
serve refreshments; but on my
small salary, I just can't," ex-
plained a junior faculty member.
The fact is that teachers do have
an entertainment allowance, but
use the funds, either because of
lack of knowledge of the funds
existence or because of pride,
replied Dean Vogel, is minimal.
Dr. Heath now Invites groups of
freshmen and sophomores to his
home for dinner. In the comfort
of his house, he comes to know
the students. and in return, they
begin to know him.
Student-faculty relationships can
only half succeed if fraternities
are not somehow Involved In the
intellectual life of the College
community, several professors
agreed,
"We want to establish a com-
munity at Trinity," noted Director"
of Student Affairs, F. Gardener F.
Bridge.
But under present conditions, we
are unable to secure an integrated
community. The President of the
Senate was elected on platform
that declared, "(I will) maintain
student opinions in face of Ad-
ministration opposition." •
The purpose of the Trinity com-
munity is to educate the whole
student iii the conducive enviorn-
ment of intimate student-teacher
relationships. Whether Trinity ful-
fills her goal largely depends it
se«ms, upon greater cooperation,
dialogue, and experimentation
among the members of the Trin-
ity community.
Upperdassmen spend their meals
and much of their free time at
the House,
"The faculty should be an in-
tegral part of fraternity life. They
need not be confined to chaperoning
party-parties," said one profes-
sor.
Dr. Stewart said he "enjoyed the
coffee hours of various fraternities
such as QED and The Hall."
Alpha Chi Rho sponsors a faculty
family barbeque, and many teach-
ers would like to be invited to
various houses for dinner and
for conversation with the brothers.
"Students should invite profes-
sors to their rooms. There is no
need for elaborate refreshments
or luxurious lounges," commented
Dr. Hlggins. The aim once again
is to form and nurture friendships
of student and teachers In natural
surroundings, like The Cave.
Activities Helpful
"Common activities is an ex-
cellent means of students and
faculty getting to meet one
another," stated Dean Vogel.
"In sports players and coaches
often form warm lasting friend-
ships," said many athletes.
"By being a member of the ec-
onomics and psychology clubs, I've
come to know my professors
better," asserted a junior.
*The Benjamin Reid case is a
perfect example of students, teach-
ers and administrators success-
fully joining together to fight for
something that they believed In;
namely, that a man should not be
electrocuted," Dr. Stewertassert-
ed.
"We formed a student-faculty
committee to keep this spirit of
unity and inquiry going. The com-
mittee failed because of its arti-
ficiality and lack of activity," he
said.
In a similar problem, "the Senate
arranged the first student-ad-
mlnlstration colloquium, but
Senate never Itself scheduled
another meeting," said Dean Vpgel.
"The Senate Lecture Series about
the New Morality initially had a ;
favorable and well attended
response, but then the series sput-
tered out -- "no publicity, no
students, no lectures," concluded
a professor. The Arts Center we ;
hope will fill a void In students'
lives. They will be able to fulfill I
part of their cultural education.
With the aid of faculty members,;
students should learn good taste,.
and have an awareness of the cul-1
ture of which they are a part,";
Dean Vogel said. I
"The student body is basically
conservative and not very!
activist,* remarked Dean Heath.
"Oddbal ls" Called For ;•
"Little controversy exists on
campus. I wish we had more odd-*
balls rather than so many nice
guys," agreed a Mathematlc pro-
fessor. !
"There is a definite need for a
Student-Faculty- Administration
Committee such as the joint Dor-i
mitory Group," added Dean Heath;
The Student-Faculty-Adminis-
tration Committee could be the
matrix around all segments of th«
college community would interact,
help solve old problems, and ini*
tlate and sustain creative ney
programs. -.'.
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Campus Notes
SPEARHEADS
President Albert C. Jacobs has
appointed the following men to
spearhead the regional drives of
the Decisive Quartern Capital
Campaign: Malcolm B. Barlow
'60, David B. Beers '57, Robert
A. Gilbert '38, William H. Gor-
man II, Richard A. Krim '59,
Stewart M, Ogilvy '36, Walter
C. Shannon, Jr. '57, and Samuel
C. Wileox '25. Scott M. Streans
Jr. '50, Robert J. Gillooly '54,
and John L. Shaw, Jr.
MEDUSA
The following students have been
placed on censure:
David Auchincloss '65
Luther Terry '67 (one year)
THE MEDUSA
PETITION
Students who wish to join with the
faculty in signing a petition asking
the peaceful negotiation of trouble
in Vietnam may do so by contacting
Jack Chatfield or James Levine,
or they may come down to the
TRIPOD office.
The petition will appear in local
newspapers, and for this reason
signees are requested to donate at
least one dollar.
FITZGERALD
Edward W. Fitzgerald, program
director of the Mental Aid Fel-
lowship of Hartford, will speak
on "Rehabillitatton Social Center:
A Challenge to Our Society," at
8 p.m. Monday in Alumni Lounge.
The Psychology Club will hole!
Us annual elections after Mr.
Fitzgerald's talk.
FELLOWSHIPS
Peter W. McCalmont '65 has
received a Rockefeller Brothers
Theological Fellowship for 1965-
66. Rless Poterveld '65 is on
an alternates' list and will receive
an award should funds become
available.
This fellowship covers all ex-
penses for one year and is de-
signed to encourage consideration
of the ordained Protestant ministry
as a life work.
FIRE
A fire broke out in the Mather
Hall apartment of Chaplain Alan
C. Tull at 12;50 p.m. Sunday.
According to Deputy Chief Ray-
mond Daly, the fire was extinguish-
ed Hall sprinkler system.
The blaze was started by a
cigarette tossed into a wastepaper
basket in Chaplin Tull's den by a
guest, who was visiting following
the Sunday morning' service. At
the time when the fire became
apparent, Elric Endersby '68 was
alone in the apartment washing
dishes and turned in the alarm.
The only damage in the apart-
ment was to a bureau scorched by
the fire and to a number of books
soaked by the sprinkler system.
AmherstFaculty Committee
Favors Frat Reorganization
The young bucks of America
go clean~white~sock in the Adler stretch
of the century: new ShapeX.
Kick up your status at Adler's 100th birthday in the first cotton crew ever spiralled
around Spandex to absorb all pressure from all ten toes. The first sock to go to
any length to please you. So giving it takes on all sizes 9 to 14. ShapeX: in white
and 9 great colors. Get Clean-White-Sock through and through. »^ p«
Put all your feet in ShapeX. Stay in shape for just one buck. #*%iL
COMPANY, CINCINNATI I<I, OHIO.
Striking out against an "anachron-
istic" fraternity system, a six
member subcommittee of the Am-
herst faculty has recommended
•the establishment of eight soci-
eties, which would combine resi-
dential facilities of existing fra-
ternity houses with college dormi-
tories, and whose membership
would be controlled by the ad-
ministration.
After emphasizing that "a small
college, far more often than a
university, is judged not by the
prominence of its departments or
the number of advanced degrees
it awards, but by the tone, the
quality of its communal life, "the
subcommittee regretfully con-
cluded that students "had come to
identify significant intellectual life
exclusively with the classroom
performance as measured in
grades."
The Report pointed out that the
fraternities, as they were
presently constituted, had
exhausted possibilities for further
reform.
The primary purpose of the
Report, the subcommittee stated,
was not to "abolish" fraternities,
but to find ways in which their
positive values may be expressed
to the benefit of the whole college.
The subcommittee felt that the
size of the societies, each housing
90 to 120 students exclusive of
freshmen, would provide more op-
portunities for diversity and social
activity within the unified frame-
work of the college experience.
Hoping to break down the
dichotomy between classroom and
social life, the Report suggested
that each "society" be provided
with bars "of a legal sort," record
IF while at Tommy's you are
waiting your turn, the following
magazines are available for you
reading pleasure; Life, Look,
True Readers' Digest, Sports
Afield, Modern Screen, Sports Il-
lustrated and plentr of comic
Patronize and Enjoy
TOMMY'S BARBER SHOP
105 New Britain Ave; near Broad
1 minute walk from Field House
collections, miniature thaters, and
athletic facilities.
Even though freshmen would live
outside the society, their present
segregation would be ended by their
assuming full immediate member-
ship in the unit.
In a sidelight, the fraternities
were criticized for having an undue
amount of couches "for entertain-
ing young ladies."
After a brief examination of rush-
ing1 staistics, the Report
concluded that since real selecti-
vity had already vanished in the
selection of fraternity members,
the institution of the societies
would 'mean no real drastic
change in the present situation.
Some of the fraternities were
already viewed as struggling for
their existence; and the Beport
pointed out that only 54% of the
student body were members of
houses.
Placement
The following firms will be in-
terviewing on campus this week.
See the Placement Secretary for
appointments.
WEDNESDAY
American Cyanamid Co.
American Optical Co.
The Pennsylvania Railroad Co.
Good Humor Corporation
(Summer Program)
THURSDAY
United States Plywood Corp.
The Hartford Gas Co.
Ruder & Finn, Inc.
Monsanto Chemical Co.
FRIDAY
Humble Oil & Refining Co.
Hartford National Bank & Trust
Co.
The Upjohn Co,
American Photograph Corp.
Lehigh Portland Cement Co.
MONDAY
Burroughs Corp.
International Harvester Co.
Society for Savings
TUESDAY MARCH 9
I.B.M. Corp. (Components VI-
' vision)
Collins & Aikman
Hercules Powder Co.
City Trust Co. of Bridgeport,
Conn.
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 10
McGraw-Hill Book Co.
MABION'S
LUNCHEONETTE
Delicatessen • Catering
TO ALL OCCASIONS
Just Over The Bocks
243 Zion Street
Open Seven
Days a Week
THE ALL NEW
WASHINGTON DINER, Inc.
Newest and Finest in New England
Srrviny Trinity Studmtn Far 20 Years
ORANGE JUICE
Ham, Bacon or Sausage
Eggs, Potatoes, Toast
Coffee
99c
ORANGE JUICE
2. Eggs
Hash Brown Potatoes
Toast, Coffee
65c
1. BREADED VEAL CUTLET WITH SPAGHETTI 1.40
2. HALF ROAST SPRING CHICKEN 1.55
3. SPAGHETTI AND MEAT BALLS .95
4. ROAST STUFFED NATIVE TURKEY 1.55
5. OPEN HOT ROAST BEEF or HAM SANDWICH 1.25
6. BROILED PORK CHOPS, APPLE SAUCE 1.55
FOR 75c MORE—SHRIMP COCKTAIL, SOUP, DESSERT,
CHEFS SALAD AND COFFEE SERVED WITH ABOVE
175 WASHINGTON STREET, NEAR PARK
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Student Employment By Departments
works acquired by a college:
"Oh yes, this Is at the'fac-
tories.'"
MATHEMATICS: About a dozen
positions as student readers or
as help session teachers are
competitively filled each year.
Dr. Harold Dorwart, department
chairman, said that undergradu-
ates often have not had the
teaching necessary for original
research in math. A lot of work,
however, is done in graduate
school, he said.
PHYSICS: Two students, Fred-
erick Duennebier '65 and Robert
Craven '67, are working on re-
search projects in physics. The
department has provided equip-
ment for both projects, and there
are also ten or twelve lab as-
Dropouts...
(Continued from Page 1)
to come back and that he is also
ready to comeback, we are pleased
to have him."
Dean of Students Roy Heath com-
ments that many students come
back too soon. They are anxious
to return because "it is very
difficult for them to advance with-
out an undergraduate degree," and
consequently many come back after
a year when it would be in their
best interests to stay out for a
longer period of time.
"Very seldom do you see a guy
give up the Idea of going to col-
lege either on a voluntary with-
drawal or a required withdrawal,"
noted Dr. Heath.
"It is very different from before
the war, when students didn't go
back to college once they had with-
drawn. Many parents, remember-
ing this trend, have an unfounded
concern that once their son has
dropped out of college, he will be
unable to return."
"In fact," Dean Heath continued,
"there is a greater trend of just
taking a year off from studies."
Dean Smith cites the example of
a student who left the College two
years ago because he felt un-
motivated and uncertain of his own
future. After a good freshman year,
he went to a specialized technical
school which was not at the in-
tellectual level he desired.
He then worked at a number ofjobs including an "intellectually
stimulating and well-paying" posi-
tion as an engineering aide. In
his application for readmission,
however, he stated that he "re-
quires a greater degree of oc-
cupational independence."
Now interested in architecture,
he has worked out a plan with the
faculty of getting into an archi-
tectural school through a degree
from Trinity. Although he has a
function in society and has been
stimulated academically and in-
tellectually by his withdrawal, he
still feels compelled to get back
into a collegiate environment.
This student reflected that "the
fact of academic failure, though
probably not a function of my
academic ability, has been dif-
ficult for me to explain to myself
and to others."
Dean Heath remarks that "the
better the college, the more drop-
. outs really aren't dropouts. That
is, the higher per cent return,
and they return to the same
school." Trinity has a net attri-
tion of less than four per cent.
• (Continued from Page 1) *
sistants employed by the depart-
ment.
Professor Robert Lindsay
hires two students with a Na-
tional Science Foundation grant,
but he said that "the chief con-
cern (as far as student com-
pensation) is in a summer-type
program. During the winter
months the student is pretty well
tied up."
PSYCHOLOGY: There are pre-
sently 26 research projects
under way in either the Honors
Research Course or in the ex-
perimental psychology courses.
Dr. Austin C. Herschberger Said
that all of these projects are
original research. There are al-
so four student readers and' a
student lab assistant.
RELIGION: Professor Edmund
L.B. Cherbonnier, chairman,
said there would "definitely" be
a use for student help If it were
available.
Averages...
(Continued from Page 1)
dents on a dean's list is abnormal
or surprising. He pointad out that
year after year, over 50% of the
student body at Yale and com-
parable schools are on the dean's
list.
"We're better, we're working
harder," he added.
When asked about higher quality
students, W. Howie Muir, director
of admissions, was "hesitant to
say that this freshman class is
that much better than last year's."
Dr. Edmond LaB. Cherbonnier,
chairman of the depart-
ment of religion, summed up
general faculty opinion when he
said, "We've always had a low
number of students on the Dean's
List. But such a high number Is
not unusual for a college.
"The new grading system has
something to do with it, but it
was designed in part for just
this effect. We could never give
them what they were earning. It's
psychologically easier to give an
A than a 95.
"Also, the new curriculum is in
full swing now. We're in a time
of change and student improve-
ment and this shows it."
ETV
The Connecticut Educational
Television Corporation has filed
an application with the Federal
Communications Commission to
construct and operate a transla-
tor of UHF Channel 71 to serve
the greater New Haven area.
The translator, a low-powered
television station, will "repeat"
the program schedule of Chan-
nel 24, located on campus, the
state's first noncommercial edu-
cational television station.
Library
Paul T. Duvivier '68 will host
a program at the Library on Ms
native country, France, on March
1. This meeting is part of the
"Coffee Hour Program" sponsored
by the Watkinson Library.
Bob Hope Film
"Bob Hope Christmas Tour," a
movie, will be shown in Wean
Lounge Monday, March 8, at 8:00
p.m. Everyone is invited to attend.
Discussion In a Vacuum
247-4910 M»o«« 247-4980
RICO'S PIZZA
taM« to O» Han a»d SrMm
We Deliver
HAMBURGERS, HOT DOGS, SODAS
HOURS; Opan Mon. thru Thun. 9 A.M. to 10 P.M.
Fri. and Sat. 9 A.M. to 11 P.M.
Sunday 3 P.M. to 9 P.M.
141 HILLSIDE AV6. HARTFORD. CONN.
Tan Y««r» at Tfm Location
He explained, "We spend an
awful lot of time working on
things that are old stuff to us,
but would be a wonderful ex-
perience for astudent. I'mthink-
ing about such things as looking
up bibliographies and ...keeping
library records straight."
The department acquired its
first student reader this term.
Dr. Cherbonnier said that stu-
dents could also organize lec-
ture or book material for the
professors.
The information given above is
not intended to be a complete list
of student employment by the aca-
demic departments, but merely a
representative sample. Most other
departments hire students in some
capacity, though not necessarily
for research.
Dean's List...
(Continued from Page 1)juniors' 6.786 and about two better
that the sophomores' 5.868 than the
freshmen's 5.455.
The senior class also placed
106 students on the Dean's List
as compared to 114 of the other
classes combined. Last year's
senior class had an average of
6.506, juniors 6.404, sophomores
5.030, and freshmen 4.943.
This year's Dean's List total of
210 surpasses the previous high of
191 set during the Trinity term
last year. Twenty-five freshmen
(20 last year), 31 sophomores
(32 last year), 56 juniors (71
last year), and 106 seniors (66
last year) are on the List this
year.
The Office of the Registrar has
also converted the numerical
grades of previous years into the
new system for the benefit of
upperclassrnen. Dean Smith has
assigned each number from 60-100
an equivalent number between 0.5
and 12.5.
"The slight deviation from the
straight 12 system," explained
Dean Smith, "will allow us to bet-
ter differentiate at the critical
areas of class rank."
Singing Groups to Perform
The fifth anniversary perform-
ance of THE COLLEGIATE SOUND ,
will come to Hartford's Bushnell
Memorial on Saturday. March 6.
Appearing in this concert of top
collegiate singing groups will be
The Trinity Pipes, The Vassar
G-Stringers, The Wesleyan Grand
Old 26-String Band, The Smith
Octavians, The Amherst Zumbyes,
The Wheaton Whims, The Cor-
nell Sherwoods, and the Bates
Deansmen.
Each of these undergraduate
singing groups will perform 12
to 15 minutes of its best material.
Their repertoires include folk,
music, jazz, traditional college
songs, novelties, satire, and rock
and roll parodies.
FOR YOUR CAR —
With
Student Identification
10% OFF on Labor & Parts
Gas Discount
at
WALT'S SUNOCO
SERVICE STATION
corner of
New Britain & Broad Street
near the field house exit
Tel. 527-5507
by Tim Brosnahan
The present situation in Vietnam
has again shown the American
penchant to discuss and criticize
the delicate problems of foreign
policy with all too little knowledge
of the background involved.
It is impossible to argue such a
question in a factual vacuum.
Our problems in Vietnam did not
begin in 1965 or even in this de-
cade or generation. They go back
centuries to the days of Chinese
domination of Indochina, after
which, until 1861, the Vietnamese
enjoyed 900 years of independence.
In that year began nearly a cen-
tury of French, Catholic deomina-
tion.
This period saw far-reaching
cultural, legal, economic and mor-
al consequences of the French at-
tempt to impose the European way
of life on this ancient kingdom.
As a direct result Vietnam, in
1954, was a country condemned
to a split personality, part Ori-
ental, part Western.
Because of this deep cleavage
within the country, it seems na-
tural that the leader against Franch
should be Moscow trained Ho Chi
Minh, the only leader to declare
his opposition to the puppet em-
peror Bao Dai set up by the Japan-
ese in March, 1945, and retained
by the French.
In 1946 the war of liberation
began with Ho Chi Minh holding
most of the countryside, while
France maintained precarious
sway in the big cities. The war
raged until the 1954 Geneva con-
ference and established a free, but
divided, Vietnam.
Those taking part in the confer-
ence, realizing the artificial de-
marcation line could be temporary
at best, called for general elec-
tions under an international con-
trol commission, to be held in
1956. These elections have never
been held, due to the refusal to
sign the 1954 Geneva treaty by the
United States and South Vietnam.
Both President Eisenhower, and
Ngo Dinh Diem, named premier
in 1954, admitted that Ho Chi
Minh would win such an election
hands down.
American aid to Diem began in
1955 to help the government put
down Internal religious and crim-
inal resistance.
By 1958, when the North Viet-
namese, seeing no chance for elec-
tions, began a campaign of poli-
tical assassinations in the South,
which grew into full scale guer-
illa raids.
U.S. aid to Diem had grown to
$2 billion and 16,500 military "ad-
visors."
If Communist infiltration had
been the only problem in these
years, solution would have been
possible, but Diem, a Catholic,
proved a harsh leader, whom
United States and Vietnamese
leaders found it necessary to re-
move in November 1963.
Saga Bet
When members of the Trinity
basketball team lost their re-
cent game with Wesleyan, not only
their pride, but also their pal-
ates suffered.
The Wesleyanteamwlllbetreated
to a one-pound T-bone steak din-
ner as a result of a competitive
bet between George Koenig, di-
rector of the cafeteria service
here, and his counterpart, Jim
Soch, at the rival school.
* 19.95
Hand-Sewn
Genuine moccasin construction, smooth veal uppers,
fully leather lined, combination last for snug heel,
double leather soles and leather heels with v-plates.
775 - Hand-antiqued chestnut brown veal,
775X - Polished black veal,
773 - Hand-antiqued saddle tan veal.
770 - As above except in hand-antiqued golden tan
Scotch grain.
740 - As shown above except in golden tan Scotch
grain with genuine crepe scles.
11 TRUMBULL ST. — NEXT TO HENRY MILLER CO.
OPEN MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 9:00 TO 5:30
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Belfiore's 415 New Season High;
Team at 11-6 to Face Wes Tonight
Leading the Trinity basketball
team to victories over Clark, Coast
Guard and Brandeis, captain Jim
Belflore shattered the season
scoring record of 367 points last
•week.
The Bantams scored 311 points
in the three games, and face Wes-
leyan tonight in the Field House
•with an 11-6 mark.
Belflore, with two games remain-
ing, has 415 points, breaking the
record established by Barry Leg-
horn '64 last year. In order for
the 6 foot junior to eclipse Leg-
horn's varsity total of 1066, he
must average 13.6 points In his
remaining games.
Shooting 52% from the floor, Trin-
ity defeated Clark 105-74 Saturday
night. After Ed Landes put the
Bantams into the lead at 2-0, Trin
jumped out to a 48-29 half-time
lead and were never headed.
Rich Rissel, pouring in 28 points
for a new personal high, led the
scoring, as Belflore and Don Over-
beck followed with 23 and ,18 re-
spectively.
On Thursday night, the Big Three
— Belfiore (24), Overbeck (29),
and Rissel (20) — totaled 73 points,
as the Bantams crushed the Coast
Guard Academy Bears, 108-72,
setting two team records in the
process.
The 108 points scored against
the Cadets is a new Individual
Frosh Gain
Split; Over
100 In Both
by Joe McKeigue
The high-scoring freshman bas-
ketball team broke 100 points twice
this week but was only able to
manage a split to bring its re-
cord to 8-6.
On Thursday night the Bantams
. sunk Coast Guard's J.V.'s 103-
76. Saturday night, playing in Wor-
cester, Trin lost to Clark's J.V.'s,
113-107.
In the Coast Guard game, Gutz-
man and Middleton combined for
eight points at the start, and Trin-
ity burst out into an 8-0 lead,
which they were never to lose.
Opening up a lead of 19 points
at the fifteen minute mark of the
first half, Coach Donnelly was able
to take out the first team. The
second team held on, and Trin-
ity was on top 45-34 at half time.
The second half was- much the
same. Trinity opened up a big
lead, and the first team was able
to rest. At one point, Coast Guard
was held scoreless for over four
minutes, and Trinity opened up
a 30 point lead.
Bob Gutzman was high scorer
with 22 points and Sam Elklns.had
16. Larry Parkin and Bob Wag-
ner kept Coast Guard alive with
25 and 21 points respectively.
Trinity really came to life in
the second half of the Clark game
and, with a basket by Middleton,
went into the lead 54-53. Ten
minutes later the score was 89-
85 with Trinity still holding the
l e a d . •• • ' .
Of the 40 points scored in 10
minutes, Eric Middleton had 20
of them. In one spurt, he made
13 of 17 points that the Bantams
scored.
With three minutes left. Trinity
was In foul trouble. Zillmer had
fouled out, and Gutzman, Stuhl-
man, and Coyle had four a piece.
It was at this point that Clark
grabbed the lead, 102-101. They
opened up the margin to 108-
103 and safely coasted the rest
of the way.
Four of the Trinity starters hit
double figures. Middleton had 33
• points and 13 rebounds. Stuhlman
had 21, Gutzman 2Q, and Zillmer
added 15, Guard Dick Llpsky, of
.Clark walked off with the scor-
ning honors, hitting for 37;
game high, and the 50 field goals
scored also set a new Bantam
mark for a single game.
Belflore tossed in eight field
goals, and Overbeck nine during
the first half, as Trin piled up a
13 point, 51-38 lead.
Overbeck hit on five consecutive
field goal attempts early in the
second half, as Trin outscored the
Coasties 25-7 during this stretch.
When Captain Belfiore left the
game, the Bantams held a 31 point,
76-45, advantage.
With Belfiore and Overbeck sit-
ting out most of the second half,
the game was relatively close.
For instance, without Belflore,
Trin outscored the Bears only
32-27. But, with a big lead, the
substitutes coasted to a 36 point
victory over the Cadets, who have
won only five of 19 games.
In the first half of the Brandeis
game Tuesday night at home, the
Bantams combined a sieve defense
with an impotent attack to lead
their opponents (sporting an
0-17 record) by only three paints,
40-37.
Belflore scored 19 of his 28
points in the second period, Over-
beck added 12, and Bob Morisse
10 as Trin outscored the Judges
58-36 to win by 25, 98-73.
Belfiore generated the greatest
excitement of the evening when,
with about a minute remaining,
announcer Bob Golub told the spec-
tators that the Trin captain's last
field goal had broken the school's
season scoring record, 368-367.
With Rlssel's return to form,
Coach Robie Shults has decided to
take one of Trln's so-called "big"
men out of the starting lineup in
order to take advantage of the
shooting ability of Belfiore, Over-
beck and Rissel. The latter trio,
along with playmaker Joe Hour-
ihan and an alternating big man will
probably start against Wesleyan,
according to Coach Shults, who
was pleased with the way this
system worked against Clark.
Williston 1st
As Edwards
Ties Record
A very strong Williston team
dominated the 28th Annual Prep
School Swimming Championship
held at the Trowbridge Pool last
Saturday. Williston won 9 of 11
events to almost double the total
of the second place Deerfield Aca-
demy. Hotchkiss was third, and
Mt. Hermon and Worcester tied
for fourth.
There were two double winners,
both from Williston. Al Ackerman
won the 2001yard freestyle and
then set a new meet, association
and pool record of 58.5 in the 100-
yard backstroke. Prossner was
second in 59.0 seconds, which
also broke the records.
Jim Edwards won the 50- and
100-yard freestyle events. In the
50-yard event he tied Trin's Dave
Tyler's record which he had set
while attending Williston. Ed-
wards' time in the 100 was 48.8
seconds.
Williston won both relay events
and set a new meet record of
1:33.0 in the 200-yard freestyle
relay. This was the second con-
secutive championship for Wil-
liston.
Jaguars Drop
St. A's, 72-68
The intramural basketball sea-
DEFENSE! Trinity's Bob Morisse and Joe Hourihan team up to s o n c a m e t o a close last Tuesday
u *u r * n J it i x i J . i i 11 i night as the Jaguars, better known
harry the Coast Guard offense last Thursday night. In all the
 as
6
 t h e Independents, edged Delta
Cadets were able to score 72 points, but it wasn't quite enough Psi in a cliffhanger at the Field
as the Bantams set a new team record by scorinq 108 points to House> 72-68-
„ . .. ,
 + +L r .i Unable to match Delta Psi's out-
win their tenth game of the year.
| From the BULL
I PEN
by Mike Weinberg
Imagine: .
"For the second time in as many
years, Trinity and Wesleyan will
face each other in a playoff for
the New England Conference
championship tonight at eight o'-
clock.
"This evening's game is expected
to be close, since both teams
split in regular season play. The
Cardinals won 79-71 three weeks
ago at Middletown, and the Ban-
tams forced the playoff by crush-
ing Wesleyan 87-75 two days ago
to wind up the regular competi-
tion.
"In addition to the N.E.C. crown,
an N.C.A.A. Tournament berth
rests on the outcome of this game."
Fantasy? At this point, yes, but
in the future, such competition
might be just the shot in the arm
that Trinity basketball needs.
The college is said to suffer from
"basketball doldrums." The ad-
ministration could rectify this sit-
uation by ending Trinity's policy
of athletic isolation. An inter col-
Fencers Finish
With Even Log
Trinity's fencing team ended its
regular season with a 21-6 vic-
tory over Bradford Durfee, Sat-
urday, at home. The squad finished
with a 4-4 record.
In sabre, the Bantams took eight
of the nine bouts. Tom Taylor and
Sewall Hoff were both 2-0 and
J. J. Smith 2-1.
Jeff DePree led the foil team to
a 7-2 mark, as he won both of
his bouts.
The epee team was paced by
freshman Ken Button, who. com-
piled a 3-0 record.
On Saturday, the team will par-
ticipate in the New England fenc-
ing championships.
A New England League?
leglate athletic league — very
similar to the arrangement that
exists among Ivy League schools
— should be formed between Trin-
ity and various other New England
Colleges of relatively the same
size and athletic ability - - schools
like Wesleyan, Amherst, Wil-
liams, Union, Tufts, Brandeis, the
Coast Guard Academy, WPI,
Clark, and the University of Hart-
ford, Just by the competetive na-
ture of human beings, a league
would increase attendance, gener-
ate enthusiasm, and expand school
spirit. And it would also raise
the caliber of Trinity's athletic
program.
To be realistic, the athletic pro-
gram of any college gives it a
major portion of its publicity. A
strong basketball or football team
circulates the name of the insti-
tution, and shows the scholar-ath-
lete that at such a school he not
only can receive a solid educa-
tion, but also have his athletic
talents recognized. by participating
in a strong program. A league,
in other words, would act as a
magnet, drawing the very capable
to Trinity's doorsteps.
And it is not a question of going
"big-time." Trinity would be play-
ing the same teams and the same
number of games. It is simply
a matter of unifying interests.
Certainly, finishing first or se-
cond in a small-college athletic
league would never blacken any
image or ignite cries of athletic
over-emphasis. Rather, it would
show a well-rounded institution
with a well-rounded student body.
Hundreds of people flock to the
Amherst-Williams game; to the
Wesleyan-Amherst games; in fact,
to all competition between mem-
bers of the Li-.tie Three, Even the
Trinity-Wesleyan game sparks
more than average enthusiasm.
Why? Because these contests mean
something; they show ancient r i -
valries, soaked in tradition.
But to Williams men, and to
most other colleges, for that mat-
ter, Trinity is just another team
on the schedule. In many cases,
the same is true here on campus.
A league would change all of this
because each game would then be
something special. Battles for first
place are exciting and attract at-
tention whether they are between
the Philadelphia Phillies and the
St. Louis Cards, or the Finlandia
Institute of Neo-Kantianism and
the Turber Keystone Five.
In an organized league, a win-
ning record becomes a bit more
than just a better than .500 per-
centage. It satiates man's desire,
to be superior; it gives definite
recognition to the participants as
well as to the spectators; and it
serves as an Impetus for the
A
'ture.
side shooting in the first 20 min-
utes, the Jaguars, down at half-
time, received some outside
marksmanship of their own in the
last half to complement Pete
Koehn's short jumpers and erase
St. Anthony's lead.
With the score tied at 63-63
and 2:59 remaining, Ron Smith,
who tallied 17 markers, hit from
25 feet out and sank two free
throws to give the "Nads" a-four
point bulge. At this point the
Jaguars played the shell game by
freezing the ball and forced their
opponents into committing numer-
ous fouls.
Strong offensive board control by
Delta Psl in the last two minutes
enabled them to offset the Ja-
guars' final tallies, but they could
not overcome the four point lead.
High point man for the game was
Pete Koehn with 21. Also contri-
buting to the Independents strong
floor game was John Davison and
the Pastores, Tom and Bill. John
Pogue led St. Anthony's scorers
with 18 points followed by Dave
Cantrell and Lin Scarlett with 14
each.
Union Sinks Swimmers;
Tyler Rebreaks Record
FEB. 24 - Trin's varsity swim-
mers lost to Union today in a
meet in which Trin tried some
surprises and found that they did
not meet with success.
In an effort to start the meet
with a win, Trin packed the 440-
yard medley relay with soph stars
Bill Roth and Dave Tyler, who
• swam the breaststroke. They did
not win, and, after the 200-yard
freestyle, the score was 15-1,
Union.
Captain Fred Prillaman and
Charles Lorch swept the 50-yard
freestyle, and then trying for ex-
tra points in the individual med-
ley, Duff Tyler swam with Jim
Oliver. Duff took only Second,
marking his first loss as a var-
sity swimmer, although his unof-
ficial time was 8 seconds under
the school record.
Jeff Seckler took a , second in
diving and Bill Roth was first in
the 200-yard butterfly.
Jim McCulloch had his initial
first place of the year in the 200-
yard breaststroke. Tyler then set
a new school record in the 500-
yard freestyle, cutting 17 seconds
off the record he set earlier in
the season. The mark now Is
.5:27.7.
Trin's 400-yard freestyle re-
lay team of Camp, Lorch, Catonl
and Prillaman won to make the
final score 51-42.
TURN OUT |
TO WATCH
Wesleyan A
